IGNITE EXCELLENCE IN EMPLOYEES AND TEAMS
Practical Training for Mental Clarity and Agility,
Social Connection and Inspiration

STEPPING BACK FOR EFFECTIVE ACTION
Culture Eats Strategy for Breakfast
In an effort to exceed their goals, organisations typically focus on improving strategies, processes and
products. However, if the individual does not live up of these approaches, implementation of the best strategies fail.
Today we are operating in a complex, demanding and changing world. The speed of change is presenting new opportunities, but also creating increased workloads and the need to be constantly available.
This often creates a high level of stress even possible burnout. To thrive in this environment individuals
need a strong leadership agility; the ability to step back from the current focus in a way that allows to
take wise and effective action amid complex, rapidly changing conditions.

Mind-Management for Leadership Agility
The master skill to achieve leadership agility is Self-Leadership; the practice of intentionally influencing the
thinking, feeling and behavior to achieve ones objectives. That is why Mind Management is at the core of
all TLEX seminars.
Over the last 15 years TLEX has developed powerful tools for:
t Self-Leadership for personal effectiveness
t Team-building to enhance connectedness
t Vision-building for organizational cohesion

“

There are some key qualities and character traits that have to be nurtured in you: then you shine
as a leader even during these tough times of tight budgets, higher stresses, and complex challenges.
– Sri Sri Ravi Shankar
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The costs of disengagement and stress in the workplace
t $300 billion / year – annual costs to employers in stress-related health care and missed work
t 70% of employees are “not engaged” or “actively disengaged” at work
t 87% of workers are emotionally disconnected from their workplaces and are less likely to be productive

*from Gallup report: State of the American workplace

Ignite Excellence in Employees and Teams
t TLEX uniquely combines Mind-Management tools with soft skills and leadership training.
t Mind-Management gives the ability to perform in complex situations with high demand, connect better

to others and when needed mentally detach and recharge.
t TLEX uses scientifically supported breathing and relaxation techniques to achieve Self-Mastery.
t Training combines Self-Mastery and work with Relationship-Management, Teambuilding and Organisational growth.
Supported by world leading experts in leadership, Mind-Management and brain research, TLEX has benefitted more than:
t 30 countries around the globe
t 200 companies
t 30000 participants

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS
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MANAGING INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL COMPLEXITY
In an increasingly complex and dynamic world, solving problems through strategy and process alone can
leave employees burnt out and disengaged, fragment teams, and create negative workplace cultures. To
develop resilient teams and adaptive solutions, employees need tools to understand and manage their
most important asset — their own minds.

INVESTING IN MINDS TO TRANSFORM CHALLENGES INTO OPPORTUNITIES
Successful teams and leaders require mental clarity to process an ongoing flood of information, adaptive
thinking to navigate unforeseen challenges, emotional resilience to process stress and uncertainty, and
social connection for greater engagement and teamwork.
When employees are engaged and thriving in their overall lives, they are more likely to maintain strong
work performance — even during difficult times.

TEAM
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MIND
M A N AG M E N T
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ORGANISATION
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We asked 1,128 leaders across 30 how TLEX and its techniques benefitted them individually, at a
team level and at the organisational level. This is what they had to say:

90%

93%

86%

83%

87%

90%

85%

96%

WHAT OUR CLIENTS HAVE TO SAY ABOUT TLEX
“The connectedness and trust of the team has reached a new peak. This has resulted in a team driven for
results not only for our organization but for each other.”
Denis Piché, Director Public Works and Government Services, Canada
“I really enjoyed this workshop and felt it was the best use of my time. The workshop is powerful and
impactful. It’s one of the best trainings I have ever done at Microsoft and it has improved the quality of my
output at work and at home tremendously!”
Payal Gupta Tiwana, Director of Program Management at Microsoft
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TLEX PROGRAMS
TLEX has customised programs for: Private Sector, Public Sector, Business Schools, Athletes and Sport
Teams. 

MINDMANAGEMENT

Well Being

Strategy Implementation

t Improve well-being and effectiveness
t Establish a foundation for resilience, clarity

t
t
t
t

and focus

t Create mind-friendly working structure
t Enable driving forces for sustainable impact

Shared vision and results
Interdependencies and joint action
Teambuilding
Self-Mastery and Leadership

and innovation

Leadership Agility

Executive Coaching

t Assessing one’s Leadership Agility level
t Developing Self-Leadership agility
t Identifying and overcoming typical, repetitive

t
t
t
t

Project Management

Team Building

t Increase competitive edge, resilience, longev-

t
t
t
t

leadership problems
t Increasing and preserving personal Presence
and Energy

ity and success
t Unfold hidden potential in performance
through clear goals and planning
t Helps to recognize interdependencies and
synergies within the project
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Client relations and client expectations
Change perspective
Handle difficult situations
Hospitality and dedication

Facilitate better communication
Increase trust and connectedness
Motivate employees
Promote team creativity

SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE
Independent research has shown that TLEX breathing techniques significantly…
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

Reduce stress levels (reduces cortisol - the “stress“ hormone)
B
 enefit the immune system
R
 educe cholesterol
R
 elieve anxiety and depression (mild, moderate and severe)
Increase antioxidant protection
E
 nhance brain function (increased mental focus, calmness, and recovery from stressful stimuli)
E
 nhance health and well being

EEG-beta wave measurement, indicating
increased alertness

Decreased Lactate (an indicator of tension and stress)

BETA 1
(12,518Hz)

S.K.Y.
Control
group

BETA 2
(18,530Hz)
Control Group

0

S.K.Y. Practitioners

0 MIN

45 MIN

65 MIN
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TLEX Office Europe
TLEX GmbH
Renggstraße 33 | 6052 Hergiswil NW
Switzerland
phone: +41 41 970 38 73
email: europe@tlexprogram.com

TLEX Office North-America
TLEX
2401 15th Street, NW | 20009 Washington DC
United States of America
phone: +1 415 373 4080
fax: +1 415 373 4080
email: info@tlexprogram.com

TLEX Office Asia
21st km Kanakapura Road, Bangalore South,
Karnataka, 560082, India
Email: asia@tlexprogram.com

TLEX Office Latin-America
Chihuahua 201 Col.. Roma Delegación
Cuauhtémoc, México City
phone: +52 55 41956360
email: tlex@aivh.org
www.tlexprogram.com

‘‘

‘‘

We cannot solve our problems with the same
level of thinking that created them!
Albert Einstein

